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One job should be enough! How does precarious work impact workers and why is decent work so 
important? 
 
Precarious work seems to be increasing along with globalization.  Having more job opportunities may 
sound like a good thing, but in actuality the type of jobs offered are more important than the volume of 
jobs.  
 
Precarious work, as defined by IndustriALL Global Union, is a form of employment that can be casual, 
temporary, indirect, or a zero-hour contract. This type of work lacks stability and is an ineffective use of 
worker’s time. Perceived freedoms are really at great cost to workers health and their social, financial & 
mental wellbeing.  
 
When workers put their energy into extended hours of availability they suffer lost time with friends and 
family, increase their risk of negative mental health concerns. Precarious Workers often do not enjoy 
employer paid benefits or pensions and usually work for lower or unequal hourly wages. They often pay 
for their health care out of their own pocket and struggle to trade wage loss for health appointments. 
Socio economic position is lowered while risk of financial hardship increases due to lack of guaranteed 
hours. Fluctuating income with irregular hours creates difficulties qualifying for loans or mortgages. 
Inability to obtain financing forces workers to reside in rental housing. If rental costs are high then extra, 
curricular activities for workers and their dependents are reduced. Finally, precarious work often affects 
employees by circumventing labor laws. For example working for multiple employers can result in 
multiple split shifts per day; contract workers may not receive equal pay for equal work; weekly vacation 
payouts are needed for survival so workers cannot afford to take much needed vacation breaks; 
disqualification from employment insurance at lay off due to the nature of the work they were originally 
hired for. Precarious work can cause financial distress and destructive workplace morale. 
 
It is senseless to work multiple jobs to pay for so much loss when a single job offers so many more 
benefits!  
 
Having more decent work available - especially full time permanent jobs - because then workers have a 
strong voice in the workplace. The stronger the workers’ position the more they can achieve at the table 
with their employers. To truly have a decent workplace means workers are in union and harmony. 
Decent work supports democratic and respectful workplaces, and worker solidarity. Workers enjoy 
equal pay for equal work, stable incomes, job protection, financial opportunity, benefits such as paid 
family leave, guaranteed holidays, extended health and dental, pension plans, etc.  These benefits are 
monumental if you've ever needed them but had no access to them. To have a set work schedule with 
regular guaranteed days off in a workweek is huge; workers can plan social activities with confidence, as 
well as afford sports and other leisure activities. From an economic standpoint, a single decent job 
allows workers to obtain better credit ratings, a better quality of life, afford more extracurricular 
activities, and enjoy health and welfare benefits.  
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